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Abstract: Currently used methods of simulation of doubly fed induction machines (DFIM), especially
in real-time simulators (where a relatively large calculation step is used and high adequacy is required),
do not provide the required adequacy, especially in rotor electrical circuits. In order to increase the
adequacy of reproducing of electrical processes occurring in the circuits of the wound DFIM rotor,
this paper presents a proposal and a verification of a new method of real-time simulation. The new
method of mathematical modeling of electrical circuits uses voltage averaging at the calculation
step. This method was supplemented by prediction of the machine’s rotor angle, which significantly
increases the degree of adequacy of reproducing physical quantities present in DFIM, especially in
the machine’s rotor. This method allows real-time simulation of electrical systems with a relatively
large calculation step (of the order of 200 µs), while maintaining an appropriate degree of adequacy.

Keywords: mathematical model of doubly fed induction machine; method of average voltage values
at the integration step; adequacy of simulation calculations; real-time simulator

1. Introduction

The depletion of fossil fuel resources leads to the search for new, more economically and
environmentally efficient sources of electricity. The energy systems of the future (without fossil fuels)
will be based on three pillars: (1) highly energy-efficient systems for the generation, transmission,
storage and use of electricity (striving to eliminate multistage energy conversion); (2) generating
electricity mainly from renewable energy sources; and (3) the use of modern technologies of broadly
understood artificial intelligence, to manage energy flows and energy market processes. One of the
interesting single-stage electromechanical energy converters is the doubly fed induction machine
(DFIM). In the electricity-generation sector, DFIM can be the basis for the process of obtaining
electricity from a renewable energy source in a wind farm. This is an example of a single-stage energy
transformation system (wind’s kinetic energy into electricity) with high control possibilities (power
converters), and therefore a system highly susceptible to optimization in terms of increasing the
efficiency of the entire power system. In the electricity-consumption sector, DFIM can be used in
a broadly understood electric drive, with optimal control for maximum energy efficiency. In these
applications, DFIM works most often with power electronic converters. The aspect of applying artificial
intelligence technology in energy-flow management, especially in making decisions regarding the
strategy of controlling energy production (conversion of mechanical energy into electricity) and its
use, leads to the need for real-time simulation of energy conversion processes in electromechanical
converters—in this case, DFIM.

Digital simulators have been used for decades to test, design and control complex electrical
systems. Since that time, there has been an evolution in simulation programs and tools, resulting from
the rapid development of computer and microprocessor technology. Reducing costs and increasing
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efficiency in these technologies has improved the ability of simulation tools to solve more complex
problems in technical facilities, in a shorter time. This, in turn, led to the creation of digital simulators
enabling adequate real-time simulation of dynamic systems and fast electromagnetic waveforms in
electrical and power electronics systems. Simulation with discrete time and constant calculation step
are performed in this type of simulator. The advantage of such simulators is also the possibility of
cooperation with real technical facilities (e.g., digital regulator or digital power protection) in real time.
A prerequisite for the proper operation of this type of simulator is to obtain simulation results at the
same time as in their physical counterparts. The results are obtained at certain discrete moments, with
a specific quantum of the work of the simulator. Calculations in the simulator must be made faster
than that, because communication with the technical environment needs time, mainly for controlling
the inputs and outputs to which real objects are connected.

The purpose of the research, the results of which are presented in this paper, was to propose
and verify a new way of simulating, in real time, the operation of a doubly fed induction machine as
an electromechanical-energy converter. Particularly noteworthy is the adequacy of reproduction of
electrical processes occurring in the circuits of the wound rotor, to which power electronic converters
can be connected via sliding brushes. Currently used methods of simulation of induction generators,
especially in real-time simulators (where a relatively large calculation step is used and high adequacy
is required), do not provide the required adequacy, especially in electrical circuits of the DFIM rotor.

2. Real-Time Simulators

Considering the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) standards [1,2], one can
define the concept of a real-time simulator as a digital platform in which calculations are performed
concurrently with an external process (environment), in order to supervise, control or timely respond
to the occurring events. The real-time simulator overview diagram is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the real-time simulator.

World literature [3–15] describes issues related to the use of real-time simulators in many fields of
science and technology, e.g., electric drives, power electronics, energy, electricity, mechatronics and
transport. Simulators of this type are used, among others, for design [3–5], testing [6–8], education [9,10]
or training [11,12].

The basic requirements for the construction and operation of real-time simulators focus on three
complementary aspects: stable operation, calculation speed (they need to keep up with reality) and
the adequacy of the obtained results. One of the basic parameters characterizing the simulator is its
work-time quantum.

The work-time quantum depends mainly on the time of obtaining the simulation results, which
very much depends on the selected numerical methods of approximation of differential–integral
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equations and solving the system of equations, but also on the complexity and size of the implemented
mathematical model [13–15] in real-time simulator structure.

In the generally used mathematical modeling of electromagnetic or electromechanical systems,
a relatively small calculation step is used to reproduce the physical processes taking place with
appropriate precision. In real-time simulation, it is necessary to find a compromise between the
calculation step and the adequacy of the obtained results. Therefore, it is advisable to search for
mathematical models and algorithms for simulation of electrical systems that will allow calculations to
be carried out in a given time and with a given precision. These are the basic requirements for real-time
simulations of electrical systems.

This paper presents a mathematical model of a doubly fed induction machine that was developed
by using a new approach to approximation of differential–integral equations. The new modeling
method is based on the one-step method of mathematical modeling of electrical circuits with voltage
averaging at the calculation step [16], which was used to model various electrical systems [17–21].
This method allows real-time simulation of electrical systems with a larger calculation step (of the
order of 200 µs), while maintaining an appropriate degree of adequacy. However, e.g., in case of
reproducing physical processes in the electric circuit of a doubly fed induction machine, this method
has deficiencies (reduction of adequacy). The authors propose to supplement the modeling method
with voltage averaging at the calculation step with the prediction of the machine rotor angle of rotation,
which increases the degree of adequacy of reproducing physical quantities occurring, especially in the
machine rotor, at a relatively large calculation steps.

3. Mathematical Model of the Electrical System with DFIM

3.1. Basics of Mathematical Modeling of Electrical Systems

The basis of the proposed method of modeling the electrical system with a doubly fed induction
generator is the method of electrical multipole modeling of complex electrical systems and the method
based on average voltage values at the calculation step.

3.1.1. Multipole Modeling of Electrical Systems—Basic Concept

The example of an electric system in the form of electrically connected n multipoles is shown in
Figure 2. Multipoles are named structural elements, and they are labeled as follows: E1, . . . , Ek, . . . ,
En. Structural elements are connected in ζ+1 electrical nodes (the black points in Figure 2), and the
potential of one of them (the node on the left side in Figure 2) is taken as 0 (v0 = 0), and it is chosen as
a reference node.
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The potentials of the remaining nodes of the electric system (the black points in Figure 2) were
written as a matrix of the node potentials of the modeled system

vS =
[

v1 v2 ··· vζ
]T

(1)

where vS is the matrix of the node potentials of the electric system, vx is the potential of the node x
(where x = 1, 2, . . . ), and T is the symbol denoting transposition of the matrix.

Each k-th structural element has the form of a multipole (where Ek is the number of its terminals)
and is characterized by two matrices: a column matrix of the potentials of external nodes (the blue
points with white center in Figure 2) and column matrix of currents of external branches (the blue
arrows in Figure 2), as follows:

vEk =
[

v1Ek v2Ek ··· vξEk
]T

and iEk =
[

i1Ek i2Ek ··· iξEk
]T

(2)

where vEk and iEk are matrices of the node potentials and external currents of k-th structural element;
vx and ix are the potential of the node x and current of external branch x, x = 1Ek, 2Ek, . . . , Ek and k = 1,
2, . . . , n.

The mathematical description of such a multipole, based on average voltages at the calculation
step (the basics of this method are described in Section 3.1.2), comes to a matrix equation in the form of
(for example, for k-th structural element) the following:

iEk + AEk·cvEk + BEk = 0 (3)

where AEk is the square matrix with the size ξEk × ξEk; BEk is the ξEk-element column matrix; and
cvEk is the ξEk-element column matrix of integrals from the potentials of external nodes, written in the
form of the following equation:

cvEk =

 tn+1∫
tn

v1Ek·dt
tn+1∫
tn

v2Ek·dt · · ·

tn+1∫
tn

vξEk·dt

T

(4)

The elements of the AEk and BEk matrices are determined by the parameters and internal physical
quantities associated with the k-th structural element. For three-phase structural elements with
independent phase branches (A, B and C), AEk and BEk matrices can be written in general forms,
as follows:

AEk =

[
aEk −aEk
−aEk aEk

]
and BEk =

[
bEk
−bEk

]
, (5)

where aEk = diag(αAEk,αBEk,αCEk), and bEk =
[
βAEk βBEk βCEk

]T
. Determining the values of

these matrices for selected structural elements is discussed in detail later in the paper.
The relationship between the potentials of the external nodes of the k-th structural element and

the potentials of the nodes of the modeled electrical system is determined by the following equation:

vEk = PT
Ek·vS (6)

The matrix PEk in Equation (6) is the incidence matrix of the k-th structural element, and it is
constant for a given structure of the modeled electrical system (consists of 0 and 1, dimension of the
matrix is ζ × ξEk). A detailed description of creating an incidence matrix is provided, for example,
in books [22,23].
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By integrating both sides in Equation (6), in the range from tn to tn+1, a relation is obtained
between the matrix of integrals of the external potentials of the k-th structural element and the matrix
of integrals of node potentials of the modeled electrical system, in the form of Equation (7):

cvEk = PT
Ek·cvS (7)

where cvS is ζ-element column matrix of integrals from the potentials of the nodes of the modeled
electrical system, written in the form of Equation (8):

cvS =

 tn+1∫
tn

v1·dt
tn+1∫
tn

v2·dt ···

tn+1∫
tn

vζ·dt

T

(8)

By using Kirchhoff’s first law for all independent nodes of the modeled system, we obtain
the following:

n∑
k=1

PEk·iEk = 0. (9)

Determining the matrix of external currents of the k-th structural element from Equation (4) and
substituting into the formula (9) as well as taking into account Equation (7), the matrix equation of the
modeled electrical system is obtained in the form of Equation (10):

AS·cvS + BS = 0 (10)

where AS is the square matrix with dimensions ζ × ζ, and BS is the column matrix with ζ-elements.
These matrices are expressed by the following equations, respectively:

AS =
n∑

k=1

PEk·AEk·PT
Ek and BS =

n∑
k=1

PEk·BEk (11)

In this way, a relatively simple algorithm for mathematical modeling of the operating states of the
considered electrical system is obtained:

(1) The modeled electrical system is decomposed into individual structural elements, creating
a substitute diagram in the form shown, e.g., in Figure 2, separating specific electric multipoles.

(2) Nodes are identified for the entire system by determining the vector of nodes in the form (1) and
the vector of integrals from node potentials of the modeled system in the form (8).

(3) For each multipole (structural element), the appropriate PEk incidence matrices, matrices of node
potentials, in Equation (2), integrals of node potentials, in Equation (4) and currents of external
branches, in Equation (2) are determined.

(4) The initial conditions of the modeled system are assumed.
(5) For each multipole (structural element), respectively, the AEk and BEk, matrices appearing in

Equation (3) are determined (the examples of determining these matrices for selected multipoles
are described later in the article).

(6) The AS and BS matrices are determined by formulas in (11).
(7) The system of Equations (10) is numerically solved, obtaining values of the vector (8) of integrals

from node potentials of the modeled system.
(8) From the formula (7) values of the vector (4) of integrals from node potentials of individual

multipoles are determined.
(9) From Equation (3), the values of the vector (2) of currents in external branches for individual

multipoles are determined.
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(10) If the conditions for continuing the simulation are fulfilled, there is a transition to point 5 of this
algorithm; otherwise, the simulation will be stopped.

3.1.2. Method with Average Voltage Values at the Calculation Step—Basic Concept

The basics of the method with average voltage values at the calculation step [16] for mathematical
modeling of electric circuits are presented in this section. It is a method used to algebraize differential
equations describing individual structural elements of complex electrical and electromechanical
systems. The purpose of using the proposed method is to determine the elements of the AEk and BEk
matrices in equations in the form of (3) that characterize clearly the individual structural elements.

In Figure 3, an example branch of an electric circuit is considered. The source voltage (v(t)),
resistance (R), inductance (L) and capacitor (C) are given. Formulas (5) determine the elements of the
data matrix for this bipolar element.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the example of an electric branch.

Based on Kirchhoff’s second law, the following equation was written for the circuit shown in
Figure 3:

v2(t) − v1(t) + v(t) − vL(t) − vR(t) − vC(t) = 0 (12)

which, after integration on both sides, in the range from tn to tn+1, and divided by ∆t (where ∆t = tn+1 –
tn), takes the following form:

1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

v2(t)dt− 1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

v1(t)dt + 1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

v(t)dt− 1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

vL(t)dt− 1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

vR(t)dt− 1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

vC(t)dt = 0 (13)

The sum components in Equation (13) are physically average values of voltages and potentials in
∆t time. The first three components of the sum were left unchanged, and the next were transformed in
accordance with the basic laws of electrical engineering, as follows.

For an ideal linear coil with L, inductance, the flux associated with its winding is expressed as the
product of the inductance and the current flowing through this coil. This allows us to obtain, in relation
to the diagram in Figure 3, the following relationship:

1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

vL(t)dt =
1

∆t

tn+1∫
tn

dψ(t)
dt

dt =
1

∆t
(ψ(tn+1) −ψ(tn)) =

L
∆t

(i1(tn+1) − i1(tn)) (14)

For an ideal resistor, the following relationship is written:

1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

vR(t)dt =
R
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

i1(t)dt (15)

The i1(t) current and voltage at the vC(t) capacitor are approximated by equations resulting from
the expansion of the function into the Taylor series, as follows:

i1(t) = i1(tn) +
∞∑

k=1

 i(k)1 (tn)

k!
·(t− tn)

k

 and vC(t) = vC(tn) +
∞∑

k=1

v(k)C (tn−1)

k!
·(t− tn)

k

 (16)
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For an ideal capacitor, under the conditions in Figure 3, the following relationship applies:

i(k−1)
1 (t) = C·v(k)C (t) (17)

which easily leads to the following equations:

tn+1∫
tn

i1(t)dt = ∆t·i1(tn) +
∞∑

k=1

 i(k)1 (tn)

k!
·

∆tk+1

(k + 1)

 (18)

tn+1∫
tn

vC(t)dt = ∆t·vC(tn) +
∆t2

2·C
·i1(tn) +

∞∑
k=1

 i(k)1 (tn)

C·(k + 1)!
·

∆tk+2

(k + 2)

 (19)

From a practical point of view, the summation in the Taylor series is limited to m, so the current in
the branch shown in Figure 3 will be expressed by the following formula:

i1(tn+1) = i1(tn) +
m∑

k=1

(
∆tk

k!
·i(k)1 (tn)

)
= i1(tn) +

m−1∑
k=1

(
∆tk

k!
·i(k)1 (tn)

)
+

∆tm

m!
·i(m)

1 (tn) (20)

From Equation (20), the following formula is determined:

i(m)
1 (tn) =

m!
∆tm

i1(tn+1) − i1(tn) −
m−1∑
k=1

(
∆tk

k!
·i(k)1 (tn)

) (21)

which, along with Equations (18) and (19), allows us to write new forms of the last two components of
the sum in Equation (13) as follows:

1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

vR(t)dt =
1

m + 1
·R·i1(tn+1) +

m
m + 1

·R·i1(tn) +
m−1∑
k=1

(
∆tk
·(m− k)

(k + 1)!·(m + 1)
·R·i(k)1 (tn)

)
(22)

1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

vC(t)dt = vC(tn) +
∆t

C·(m+1)·(m+2) ·i1(tn+1) +
∆t·((m+1)·(m+2)−2)

2·C·(m+1)·(m+2) ·i1(tn)+

+
m−1∑
k=1

(
∆tk+1

·((m+1)·(m+2)−(k+1)·(k+2))
C·(k+2)!·(m+1)·(m+2) ·i(k)1 (tn)

)
.

(23)

After ordering the resulting Equation (13), you can easily determine the formulas for the matrix (5)
values, which are as follows:

αEk =
1

∆t·σ
(24)

βEk =
1
σvC(tn) −

1
∆t·σ

tn+1∫
tn

v(t)dt + 1
σ

(
m

m+1 ·R−
L
∆t +

∆t·((m+1)·(m+2)−2)
2·C·(m+1)·(m+2)

)
·i1(tn)+

+ 1
σ

m−1∑
k=1

((
∆tk
·(m−k)

(k+1)!·(m+1) ·R+
∆tk+1

·((m+1)·(m+2)−(k+1)·(k+2))
C·(k+2)!·(m+1)·(m+2)

)
·i(k)1 (tn)

)
,

(25)

where σ = 1
m+1 ·R + L

∆t +
∆t

C·(m+1)·(m+2) , m is the order of the method, which results from the limitation

of summation in the Taylor series, and i(k)1 denotes the k-th derivative of current i1.

3.2. Mathematical Models of Selected Structural Elements

This part of the article presents the mathematical ground of determining the AEk and BEk matrices
for electric multipole in the substitute diagram of an example electromechanical system which was
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used for experimental verification of the proposed model. The schematic diagram of the modeled
system is shown in Figure 4.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 23 
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Figure 5 shows a substitute diagram of the modeled system in the form of two multipoles, using
the method of electrical multipoles as structural elements [18,19,22,24–27].
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Figure 5. Substitute diagram of the analyzed electromechanical system with division into
structural elements.

Structural elements are connected in seven electrical nodes (the black points in Figure 5), and the
potential of one of them (the node on the left side in Figure 5) is taken as 0 (v0 = 0). The potentials of
the remaining nodes of the electromechanical system (the black points in Figure 5) were written as a
matrix of the node potentials of the modeled system:

vS =
[

v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6
]T

(26)

3.2.1. Mathematical Model of a Replacement Three-Phase Voltage Source (E1)

The structural element E1 represents the power supply network as a substitute generator, which
consists of three independent branches (three phases), consisting of ideal elements connected in series:
voltage source, resistor and coil. An E1-type three-phase structural element is presented as a six pole.
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The equation characterizing E1 has the general form of Equation (3); in this particular case, it is
the following equation:

iE1 + AE1·cvE1 + BE1 = 0 (27)

where iE1 =
[

i1E1 i2E1 i3E1 i4E1 i5E1 i6E1

]T
is matrix of external currents of E1 (based on

Equation (2));

cvE1 =

 tn+1∫
tn

v1E1·dt
tn+1∫
tn

v2E1·dt
tn+1∫
tn

v3E1·dt
tn+1∫
tn

v4E1·dt
tn+1∫
tn

v5E1·dt
tn+1∫
tn

v6E1·dt

T

is matrix

of integrals from the potentials of external nodes of E1 (based on Equation (4));

AE1 =

[
aE1 −aE1

−aE1 aE1

]
; aE1 = diag(αAE1,αBE1,αCE1) (based on Equation (5)); αyE1 = 1

∆t·σy
(based

on Equation (24)), where y = A, B, C; σy = 1
m+1 ·Ry +

Ly
∆t ;

BE1 =

[
bE1

−bE1

]
; bE1 =

[
βAE1 βBE1 βCE1

]T
(based on Equation (5));

βyE1 = 1
σy
·

− 1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

v(t)dt +
(

m
m+1 ·Ry −

Ly
∆t

)
·iy(tn) +

m−1∑
k=1

(
∆tk
·(m−k)

(k+1)!·(m+1) ·Ry·i
(k)
y (tn)

), where iA = i1E1,

iB = i2E1 and iC = i3E1 (based on Equation (25)).
As you can see, the formulas for determining the values of the AE1 and BE1 matrices in Equation (27)

result directly from the conclusions presented in Section 3.1.2, bypassing the elements of the equations
associated with the description of the capacitor.

The incident matrix for E1 has the following form:

PE1 =



1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0


(28)

In this way, the mathematical model of the structural element E1 is prepared for inclusion into the
mathematical model of the entire modeled electromechanical system.

3.2.2. Mathematical Model of a Ring Rotor Induction Machine (E2)

The ring rotor induction machine (RRIM) is presented in Figure 5 as a structural element E2.
Its mathematical model, based on average voltage values at the integration step (Section 3.1.2),
is presented here. The need to include magnetic couplings and mechanical impact of this element does
not allow direct application of the final formulas obtained in Section 3.1.2. It is necessary to carry out
mathematical and physical analysis of modeled processes, using the general approach in the method
described in Section 3.1.2. The model takes into account the proposed way of increasing the adequacy
of the simulation results obtained with an increased integration step.

The RRIM model is derived with the following simplifying assumptions [23,28–31]:

• The machine has a symmetrical stator and rotor design, and both the stator windings and the
rotor are distributed in a way that provides a sinusoidal spatial distribution of the magnetic flow.

• The magnetic field in the machine consists of three components: stator winding leakage fields
(magnetic field lines are associated only with stator windings), rotor winding leakage fields
(magnetic field lines are associated only with rotor windings) and main field (magnetic field lines
are simultaneously associated with stator windings and rotor).

• Saturation of the magnetic circuit is omitted, and linearity of the magnetization characteristics
is assumed.
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• There are no power losses in the magnetic core of the machine, and the phenomenon of magnetic
hysteresis and eddy currents are omitted.

• The stator and rotor cores are groove-free, and slants for grooves are not included.

Taking into account the above simplifying assumptions, RRIM can be treated as a twelve-pole,
with a substitute circuit diagram shown in Figure 5 (structural element E2), for which the following
system of equations was written:

d
dtψE2(t) + RE2·ϑ·i′E2(t) + ΞE2·vE2(t) = 0

J dω(t)
dt = Te(t) − Tm(t)
ω(t) = 1

p
d
dtγ(t)

(29)

where ψE2(t) = LE2(γ(t))·ϑ·i′E2(t) (30)

and ψE2(t) =
[
ψsA(t) ψsB(t) ψsC(t) ψ′rA(t) ψ′rB(t) ψ′rC(t)

]T
is column matrix of

instantaneous values of magnetic fluxes associated with the windings of individual stator phases
(index “s”) and rotor (index “r”) brought to the stator side, while

d
dtψE2(t) =

[
dψsA(t)

dt
dψsB(t)

dt
dψsC(t)

dt
dψ′rA(t)

dt
dψ′rB(t)

dt
dψ′rC(t)

dt

]T
;

RE2 = diag
(
RsA, RsB, RsC, R′rA, R′rB, R′rC

)
is diagonal matrix of stator and rotor phase winding

resistance brought to the stator side;

i′
E2
(t) =

[
i1E2(t) i2E2(t) i3E2(t) i4E2(t) i5E2(t) i6E2(t)

]T
is matrix of values of

instantaneous currents flowing through the windings of individual stator and rotor phases;
ϑ = diag

(
1, 1, 1, 1

ϑRRMI
, 1
ϑRRMI

, 1
ϑRRMI

)
is diagonal matrix of transformation with ratio of ring rotor

induction machine ϑRRMI;

ΞE2 =



1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0
0 0 0 ϑRRMI 0 0 0 0 0 −ϑRRMI 0 0
0 0 0 0 ϑRRMI 0 0 0 0 0 −ϑRRMI 0
0 0 0 0 0 ϑRRMI 0 0 0 0 0 −ϑRRMI


is

auxiliary matrix;
vE2(t) =

[
v1E2(t) v2E2(t) v3E2(t) v4E2(t) v5E2(t) v6E2(t)

v7E2(t) v8E2(t) v9E2(t) v10E2(t) v11E2(t) v12E2(t)
]T is column matrix of

instantaneous potential values of the winding terminals of individual stator and rotor phases;

LE2(γ(t)) =
[

Lss Lsr(γ(t))
Lsr(γ(t))

T Lrr

]
is inductance matrix in which the following values occur:

Lss =


Ls −0.5·Lm −0.5·Lm

−0.5·Lm Ls −0.5·Lm

−0.5·Lm −0.5·Lm Ls

 is inductance matrix of stator winding system;

Lsr(γ(t)) =


Lm cos(γ(t)) Lm cos

(
γ(t) + 2π

3

)
Lm cos

(
γ(t) − 2π

3

)
Lm cos

(
γ(t) − 2π

3

)
Lm cos(γ(t)) Lm cos

(
γ(t) + 2π

3

)
Lm cos

(
γ(t) + 2π

3

)
Lm cos

(
γ(t) − 2π

3

)
Lm cos(γ(t))

 is inductance matrix

of mutual stator and rotor winding systems, depending on the rotor angle γ(t);

Lrr =


L′r −0.5·Lm −0.5·Lm

−0.5·Lm L′r −0.5·Lm

−0.5·Lm −0.5·Lm L′r

 is inductance matrix of the rotor winding system;

Ls is self-inductance of one phase of the stator winding;
L’r is self-inductance inductance of one phase of the rotor winding reduced to the stator circuit;
Lm is magnetizing inductance;
γ(t) is electric rotation angle of the rotor;
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ω(t) is angular velocity of rotor;
Tm(t) is mechanical torque;
J is moment of inertia of the rotating masses of the machine;
p is number of pole pair in induction machine.
The electromagnetic torque of the machine is given as follows:

Te(t) = p·


i1E2(t)
i2E2(t)
i3E2(t)


T

∂
∂γ


Lm cos(γ(t)) Lm cos

(
γ(t) + 2π

3

)
Lm cos

(
γ(t) − 2π

3

)
Lm cos

(
γ(t) − 2π

3

)
Lm cos(γ(t)) Lm cos

(
γ(t) + 2π

3

)
Lm cos

(
γ(t) + 2π

3

)
Lm cos

(
γ(t) − 2π

3

)
Lm cos(γ(t))

·


i4E2(t)
ϑRRMI

i5E2(t)
ϑRRMI

i6E2(t)
ϑRRMI


. (31)

By integrating the equations in the first matrix equation in the system of equations (29) in the
range from tn to tn+1 and dividing them by ∆t = tn+1 – tn, the following expression is obtained:

1
∆t
·

tn+1∫
tn

d
dt
ψE2(t)·dt + RE2·

1
∆t
·

tn+1∫
tn

ϑ·i′E2(t)·dt + ΞE2·
1

∆t
·

tn+1∫
tn

vE2(t)·dt = 0. (32)

The first component of Equation (32) can be presented in the form of the following:

1
∆t

tn+1∫
tn

d
dt
ψE2(t)·dt =

ψE2(tn+1)

∆t
−
ψE2(tn)

∆t
(33)

Taking into account Equations (16), (20) and (21), the second component of the matrix Equation (32),
representing voltage drops on the machine winding resistances, takes the form of the following:

RE2·
1

∆t ·

tn+1∫
tn

ϑ·i′E2(t)·dt = 1
m+1 ·RE2·ϑ·i′E2(tn+1) +

m
m+1 ·RE2·ϑ·i′E2(tn)+

+
m−1∑
k=1

(
∆tk
·(m−k)

(k+1)!·(m+1) ·RE2·ϑ· i’
(k)
E2 (tn)

)
.

(34)

By substituting directly into the first equation in the system of equations in (29) and Equations (33)
and (34), and then using Equation (30), a new form of the first equation in (29) is obtained after ordering:

(
LE2(γ(tn+1))

∆t + RE2·ϑ
m+1

)
·i′E2(tn+1) + ΞE2·

1
∆t ·

tn+1∫
tn

vE2(t)·dt+

+
(

m·RE2·ϑ
m+1 −

LE2(γ(tn))
∆t

)
·i′E2(tn) +

m−1∑
k=1

(
∆tk
·(m−k)

(k+1)!·(m+1) ·RE2·ϑ·i’
(k)
E2 (tn)

)
= 0.

(35)

To determine the currents flowing in the machine windings, it is necessary to determine the
inductance matrix at the end of the integration step LE2(γ(tn+1)), which depends on the value of the
rotor rotation angle at the end of the integration step γ(tn+1). At the beginning, the value of this angle
is determined by using the explicit Euler method (prediction of the rotor angle of rotation), based on
the following formula:

γ(tn+1) = γ(tn) + dt·p·ω(tn). (36)

After this, you can formulate the final form of the external Equation (3) for a ring rotor induction
machine as an electric twelve pole as follows:

iE2 + AE2·cvE2 + BE2 = 0 (37)
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where

AE2 =


(

LE2(γ(tn+1))
∆t + RE2·ϑ

m+1

)−1
·

Ξ
∆t

−

(
LE2(γ(tn+1))

∆t + RE2·ϑ
m+1

)−1
·

Ξ
∆t ·

,

BE2 =


(

m·RE2·ϑ
m+1 −

LE2(γ(tn))
∆t

)
·i’E2(tn) +

m−1∑
k=1

(
∆tk
·(m−k)·RE2

(k+1)!·(m+1) ·ϑ·i’
(k)
E2 (tn)

)
−

(
m·RE2·ϑ

m+1 −
LE2(γ(tn))

∆t

)
·i’E2(tn) −

m−1∑
k=1

(
∆tk
·(m−k)·RE2

(k+1)!·(m+1) ·ϑ·i’
(k)
E2 (tn)

)
,

and iE2 is the column

matrix of currents of the twelve pole E2, which takes the following form at the end of the integration step:

iE2(tn+1) =

 i′E2(tn+1)

−i′E2(tn+1)

 =


[

i1E2(tn+1) i2E2(tn+1) i3E2(tn+1) i4E2(tn+1) i5E2(tn+1) i6E2(tn+1)
]T[

i7E2(tn+1) i8E2(tn+1) i9E2(tn+1) i10E2(tn+1) i11E2(tn+1) i12E2(tn+1)
]T

.
The incident matrix for E2 has the following form:

PE2 =



1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1


. (38)

Mathematical modeling of transient states of the electromechanical system (Figure 4) is carried
out according to the algorithm shown in Figure 6.

4. Examination of the Adequacy of the Proposed Mathematical Model

Mathematical models used in real-time simulators must operate with a large calculation step with
a high degree of adequacy. This part of the paper presents the results of adequacy tests of reproducing
physical quantities in the modeled electromechanical system (diagram in Figure 4).

Adequacy tests used two methods to verify the correctness of the proposed mathematical model
of the system. The first method was to compare the results of a computer simulation with the results
obtained from an experiment on a real object. The second way to verify the mathematical model was to
compare the results obtained from the simulation with an integration step of 200 µs (the step with which
the simulator is ultimately to operate) with the results obtained from the simulation with an integration
step of 1 µs (of course, without taking into account the real-time regime in this case). The proposed
mathematical models were implemented in digital simulators in the C++ programming environment.

The main element of the tested system was a ring rotor induction machine type mSZUe26a,
and the nominal data and parameters of equivalent circuits are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Nominal data and parameters of induction machine type mSZUe26a.

Nominal Data Parameters of Equivalent Circuits

Rated power 600 W Stator current 3.5 A/2.0 A Stator resistance 8.03 Ω
Voltage 220 V/380 V Rotor current 15 A Rotor resistance (1) 13.82 Ω

Frequency 50 Hz Rated Torque 6.3 N·m Mutual inductance 413.5 mH
Rated speed 920 rpm Inertia Moment 0.04 kg·m2 Stator inductance 38.6 mH
Power factor 0.64L Rotor inductance (1) 38.6 mH

(1) Values converted to the stator side.

Parameters of the mathematical model of the machine were determined with classic methods,
using the results of the no-load test and the fault condition measurement experiments. The impedance
of the replacement generator (modeled by the structural element E1) was determined on the basis of
measurements using the MPI-530 meter (Sonel), designed for measurements in electrical installations.
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One of the tested processes of the system operation was starting the machine at idle. Figure 7 shows
a comparison of the results of the measurement experiment with the results of computer simulation.
A mathematical model derived from the method of average voltage values on the integration step with
a ∆t = 200 µs calculation step was used.
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Figure 7. Waveforms of the stator current in the A phase (a), rotor current in the A phase (b) and
phase-to-phase (A-B) voltage (c) at the stator winding terminals during start-up of the induction
machine at idle operation (blue line = experiment, and red line = simulation with ∆t = 200 µs).

Figure 7a shows the stator current waveforms in phase A, while Figure 7b shows the rotor
current waveforms in phase A. Figure 7c shows the phase-to-phase voltage waveforms between phase
terminals A and B. By comparing the respective time courses of phase currents and interfacial voltage
from the experiment and computer simulation with an integration step of ∆t = 200 µs, it can be stated
that the maximum relative difference in the value of successive vertices in the phase currents and
interfacial voltage does not exceed 25%. The transient process of commissioning (connecting to the
network) the unloaded induction machine in quality terms has been reproduced with a high degree
of adequacy. Given the simplifying assumptions when formulating the mathematical model of the
induction machine, there is a satisfactory degree of adequacy also in quantitative terms.

From a series of consecutive tested states, Figure 8 presents the results for the steady state in which
the machine was loaded with the rated torque. The stator current waveforms in the A phase are shown
in Figure 8a, while the rotor current waveform in the A phase is shown in Figure 8b. By comparing
the relevant steady-state time waveforms, shown in Figure 8, it can be stated that the maximum
relative difference in value of successive vertices in the stator and rotor phase currents does not exceed
15%. The steady state of the induction machine, after loading it with the rated braking torque, was
reproduced with a high degree of adequacy in terms of quality.
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The results presented above and the results obtained in a broader analysis allow us to state that
the mathematical model of doubly fed induction machine proposed in this article, developed on the
basis of the method of average voltage values on the integration step (working with a relatively large
computational step of 200 µs) reproduces the real object with a satisfactory degree of adequacy.

In the second series of tests, simulation experiments were carried out. The tests were carried out
for many operating states and various machines (with different rated powers). The following part
of the article presents selected results for systems with two induction machines, with a rated power
of 600 W and 1.8 MW (electromechanical converter in a wind turbine set). The nominal data and
parameters of equivalent circuits of DFIM in wind turbine are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Nominal data and parameters of DFIM in wind turbine.

Nominal Data Parameters of Equivalent Circuits

Rated power 1.8 MW Stator current 1772.1 A Stator resistance 4.554 mΩ
Voltage 0.69 kV Rotor current 578.9 A Rotor resistance (1) 5.749 mΩ

Frequency 50 Hz Rated Torque 11.73 kN·m Mutual inductance 2.42 mH
Conversion ratio 3.061 Max Torque 31.7 kN·m Stator inductance 0.178 mH

Power factor 0.88L Inertia Moment 68.92 kg·m2 Rotor inductance (1) 0.217 mH
(1) Values converted to the stator side

Electromechanical system with a machine with a rated power of 600 W was tested in the following
sequence of states: starting the machine at idle operation, switching on the load with the rated torque
of the machine and reducing the load to 23%. The basic waveforms (including stator and rotor
current, electromagnetic torque and angular velocity) used to compare the results were obtained from
a computer simulation with an integration step of ∆t = 1 µs. The basic waveforms were compared
with those obtained from computer simulation on the same model, but with a much larger integration
step of ∆t = 200 µs (such a large integration step results from real-time simulation).

The difference between the basic waveforms and other compared waveforms in the i-th state of
operation was determined from the following equation:

δ ji(t) =

∣∣∣x jbi(t) − x jsi(t)
∣∣∣∣∣∣X ji

∣∣∣ ·100% (39)

where xjbi(t) is instantaneous value of the j-th variable of the base results in the i-th state of operation;
xjsi(t) is instantaneous value of the j-th variable of verified results in the i-th state of operation; Xji is
constant or arbitrarily set value of the j-th variable of the base results in the i-state of operation; i is the
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symbol of the machine’s operating status (in the example, idle start i = 1, load with motor operation i =

2 and change of load torque i = 3).
In the waveform range of the stator winding currents for the test sequence described above,

the maximum difference between basic waveforms and the ones obtained from computer simulation
without rotor angle prediction did not exceed 0.70%, while the maximum difference between basic
waveforms and those obtained from computer simulation with rotation angle prediction rotor is
reduced to 0.25%.

In the waveforms range, respectively, to the electromagnetic torque and the angular velocity of
the machine rotor in the tested sequence, the maximum difference between the base waveforms and
those obtained from computer simulation without predicting the rotor rotation angle does not exceed
3.5% for torque and 0.05% for velocity, while the maximum difference between the basic waveforms
and those obtained from computer simulation with a prediction of the rotor angle of rotation decreased
to 0.9% for the moment and 0.03% for the velocity, respectively.

Figure 9a shows the current waveforms in phase A of the rotor winding of the induction machine
(data in Table 1) during a sequence of three operating states of the tested system. The figure shows the
waveforms characteristic of the tested operating states, as the result of a basic simulation (simulation
with a ∆t = 1 µs step) and as the results of test simulations, the first one without prediction of
the rotor angle of rotation, the second one with prediction (both cases for ∆t = 200 µs). Figure 9b
presents a fragment (marked in Figure 9a) of the time course of the A phase rotor winding currents for
the examined sequence of operating states of the system in which the greatest differences occurred.
The maximum difference between the basic waveforms and those obtained from computer simulation
without prediction of the rotor rotation angle did not exceed 9%, while, after using the angle prediction,
the maximum difference decreased to 2.4%.
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The results presented above and the results obtained in a broader analysis allow us to state that,
in mathematical modeling of a low-power induction machine, the use of the mean value method at
the integration step and the rotor angle prediction algorithm gives a relatively small advantage in the
accuracy of reproducing the physical quantity in an electric machine. It is known from experience that
serious problems, even in the qualitative representation of waveforms, occur in the rotor circuit of
induction machines with high rated powers. Therefore, the rest of the article presents the results of
verification of the adequacy of reproduction of physical quantities in an electric machine for a machine
with a much higher rated power. The authors tested a three-phase doubly fed induction machine, and
its nominal data and parameters were presented earlier in Table 2.

For the same system as shown in Figure 4, but for the machine with the above parameters,
a number of simulation tests were carried out. This article presents selected results from the study of
the following sequence of operating states: starting the machine at idle operation, switching on the
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load at a moment of 68% of the rated torque (operation of the machine as a motor) and a qualitative
change from the mechanical side. In this case, the rotor shaft is subjected to a torque equal to 34% of
the rated torque, but it is the driving moment (machine operation as a generator, minus sign of the
torque value). Basic waveforms (e.g., waveform of stator and rotor current, electromagnetic torque
and angular velocity) to which the results were compared were obtained from computer simulation
with an integration step of ∆t = 1 µs. It should be noted that, for such a small integration step, the
waveforms obtained in their own programming environment and in the professional and commercial
Matlab/Simulink environment practically do not differ.

Figure 10a presents waveforms of rotor winding currents in phase A for the tested sequence of
the three operating states of the system, which were described above. Figure 10b,c shows, in detail, the
fragments of these waveforms. It is noteworthy that the simulation in a professional and commercial
Matlab/Simulink environment, but with an integration step of 200 µs, gives absolutely incorrect results,
even in qualitative terms (the results of the simulation with an integration step of 1 µs coincided with
the base results). The application of the method of average voltage values at the integration step
(without the introduction of the rotor angle prediction algorithm) in the simulation with a 200 µs step
allows for obtaining the results that are definitely correct in quality. In quantitative terms, the results
obtained are quite significantly different from the base results. The maximum difference (determined
by Equation (39)) between the base waveforms and those obtained from computer simulation reaches
even as high as 50%. With the introduction of an additional algorithm with rotor angle prediction,
a significant quantitative improvement of results is obtained, and the maximum difference between
the base waveforms and those obtained from computer simulation does not exceed 10%.
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The applications of ring rotor induction machine (RRIM) as a doubly fed induction machine
(DFIM) are numerous [32–37]. There are many problems that are still being solved. The authors of [32]
draw attention to the problem of obtaining a large number of value samples of appropriate physical
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quantities that are characteristic of specific operating states of DFIM in a wind turbine. This need is
caused by testing fault detection algorithms in a wind turbine using artificial intelligence technology.
Similar needs also appear, e.g., in article [33], where there is a connection between DFIM and a control
system using artificial intelligence. It is therefore advisable to develop a tool, e.g., a real-time simulator
with an adequate mathematical model, which can be used to simulate the various conditions of the
wind turbine transmission system, to obtain the corresponding values. In these solutions, the real-time
simulator is connected to the real controller system.

This type of simulator can also be used to verify algorithms for controlling wind turbines connected
to the power distribution network [34–36]. The network operator sets certain requirements [34] that
must be met by all network users. Tests on real systems cannot happen in these types of cases.

The use of real-time simulators in the analysis of various DFIM systems, e.g., [37], also confirms
the need to obtain adequate mathematical models of RRIM itself. Of course, the proposed models
always have their limitations. The model proposed in this article works with a calculation step of
200 µs. Thus, it is not possible to reproduce the operating states of semiconductor keys (they operate at
much higher frequencies), but due to the filters used, among other reasons, the reproduction of energy
conversion processes in the machine is already at a satisfactory level.

As an example of the application of the proposed mathematical DFIM model with power
electronic converters and controllers, simulation results are given for the system shown in Figure 11a.
Figure 11b shows the method of including power electronic converters, which is accepted by many
other researchers, e.g., [38–40].

Figure 11c,d shows time waveforms of stator and rotor currents during the process of reducing
stator reactive power from 0.8 kvar to 0. The presented waveforms also show a high degree of adequacy
of the DFIM mathematical model proposed in the paper. A detailed discussion of the mathematical
model and the results of the analysis of various work states in the system shown in Figure 11a can be
found in the doctoral dissertation [41].

5. Conclusions

This article presents a mathematical model of a widely applied electromechanical converter,
which is a doubly fed induction machine (DFIM). A definite advantage of the presented model is the
possibility of real-time simulation of energy conversion in DFIM, with the use of long integration
steps, while maintaining a satisfactory level of adequacy. One of the electromechanical systems used
in practice is wind turbines with DFIM. Intelligent energy management in a complex power system
with this type of wind turbine often requires the use of real-time simulation. The mathematical model
proposed in the article can be used in these types of applications.

A characteristic feature of real-time simulators is the possibility of connecting it with a real
device (e.g., a microprocessor system controlling a wind turbine). The use of a digital platform
allowing real-time simulation gives the opportunity to develop and validate new wind turbine control
algorithms, protection system algorithms and the selection of controller settings in real time [42–45].

The main problem of real-time simulators is obtaining results at the appropriate level of adequacy,
while maintaining performance at a strictly defined time. It is well-known that increasing the degree
of adequacy can be achieved (under certain conditions) by reducing the integration step. In real-time
simulators, reducing the integration step increases calculation time needed to obtain the results.
This can lead to the loss of the time regime and the inability of such a simulator to work in real
time. Therefore, it is advisable to search for new solutions in mathematical modeling and computer
simulation that would give a consensus regarding the integration step and the adequacy of the results.
This leads, for example, to the development of new modeling methods that will allow for satisfactory
adequacy in calculations with a relatively long integration step. This article presents a proposal
to solve this problem in the context of a real-time simulation of power conversion in a doubly fed
induction machine.
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the modeled system (a), equivalent circuit diagram of power electronic
converters (b) and waveforms of rotor current (phase A) (c) and stator current (phase A) (d) during the
process of reducing the stator reactive power from 0.8 kvar to 0.

For a DFIM, the biggest problem is the proper reproduction of processes in the rotor. This
article presents the mathematical model DFIM, based on the method of average voltage values at the
integration step which, supplemented with an algorithm for rotor position angle prediction, gives
satisfactory results in the context of real-time simulation. The results are shown which prove that the
application of the proposed solution in real-time simulation with a relatively long integration step
gives satisfactory adequacy. In this regard, the proposed mathematical model DFIM has a significant
advantage over known and effectively used models, but with significantly smaller integration steps.
Based on the analyzes carried out, it can be concluded that the proposed model of the doubly fed
induction machine, developed using the method of average voltage values at the integration step
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and after the application of the rotor angle prediction, is suitable for simulation, in real time, with an
increased integration step.
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